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Ingliz tili 7-sinf  
I-variant

1. When was the Cambridge University founded?
A) in the 13th century                   B) in the 12th century  
C) in the 15th century                   D)in the 16th century
2. It is the ___________programme which is my favourite.
A) sport’s      B) sports’     C) sports       D) sport
3. Montana  is famous for ____________.
A)  wonderful wheat fields    B) its cowboys  C)its mountains  D)its farmland
4. Iroda Tulyaganova began to play tennis at the age of____________.
A)5        B)7      C)8       D)9
5. When did the Apple Day festival begin?
A) in 1995   B)in 1990   C)in 2000    D)in 1995
6. Cambridge is the _________  oldest university in the UK.
A) second     B) first   C) latest     D)modern
7. What Australian symbol is an echidna of the Olympic Games?
A)friendship  B)city of Sidney  C) honesty  D)new millennium
8. An occasion on which someone goes to a place  and returns from it, or the act of 
travelling from one place to another is ____________.
A) travel         B)journey        C)trip   D)cruise
9. In American English you close the letter with __________.
A)yours sincerely       B)yours truly          C)your faithfully                D) Dear
10. Apple Days make people get interested  in __________.
A)the new kinds of apples
B)the old traditional kinds of apples  
C) the new international kinds of apples 
D) fun
11. Have you got ______ toothache?
A)-        B) a            C)your    D)the
12. Let me _______ on this shirt.
A) to try     B) trying     C) try     D) dress
13. Oh,I have dropped my pen! - __________.
A)I am going to pick it up for you              B)I’ll pick it up  
 C)I am picking it up                                    D)I pick it up!
14. One of the biggest canyons is in __________.
A)Arizona      B)Mexico    C)Brazil      D)Alyaska  
15. I’d rather ________ with you.
A) not to go       B) not going               C) no go          D) not go
16.  I’ve got ______stomachache.
A) a            B)-          C) the           D) your
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17. A platypus is the symbol of the ____________ in the Olympic Games.
A) friendship         B)new  millennium   C) the city of Sidney    D) honesty
18. Why are you filling the bucket ? - __________________.
A)I ‘ll wash my car                                      B)I am going to wash my car  
C)I was washing  my car                               D)I ‘ll be washing my car

19. I`ve got a _____________.
    You should go to the dentist
     A) sore throat   B)stomachache  C)toothache   D)headache
20.  There is … place like home.
     A) no   B) none   C) nothing   D) nobody
21. An Australian animal – an echidna  is the symbol of 
___________________________.

  22. What is that ring made … ?
  23. Where is that ring made …?
 24.  The original Olympic Games in Greece were only  for_______________.

  25.  He can play football well, …?
26. What is “the name of the Cambridge city “come from?
27. When was the National Olympic Committee of Uzbekistan established?
28. From the word “Phytofarm “what does the “phyto”mean?
29. Translate the word “silk cocoon” into your mother tongue.
30. What place is Dreamworld?



Ingliz tili 7-sinf  
II-variant

1. What _____ you _____ at the weekend?
A) does / does   B) do / does   C) does / do   D) do / do
2. What _____ Dick and Tom like _____?
A) do / doing       B) doing / *     C) do / do     D) does / doing
3. Do boys like _____ jeans?
A) wear     B) wearing    C) to wear     D) worn
4. My classmates _____ on picnic every month.
A) went    B) goes    C) going     D) go
5. Mary _____ face every morning.
A) washes his    B) wash my    C) washes her     D) washes their
6. I _____ a cigarette, but my teacher _____ smoke.
A) don’t / smokes  B) smoke / doesn’t  C) smokes / smokes D) smoke / don’t
7. They _____ wash _____ car every day.
A) don’t / my  B) don’t / his  C) don’t / their  D) don’t / our
8. My parents _____ eat meat.
A) don’t    B) aren’t   C) doesn’t   D) are
9. Summer holidays _____ in June.
A) begins  B) begin   C) beginning  D) began
10. We _____ tennis on Monday evenings, but my little sister _____ on
Sundays.
A) play / play  B) plays / plays  C) play / plays  D) plays / play
11. You _____ a lot of things in _____ free time.
A) do / our   B) does / your  C) do / my  D) do / your
12. My cat licks _____ tail every evening. But my dogs never lick _____
tails.
A) its / their  B) its / its  C) their / its D) * / *
13. I like _____ football, but my brother doesn’t.
A) play     B) played       C) playing       D) plays
14. She likes _____ TV, but her husband doesn’t.
A) watching   B) to watch   C) watches  D)watched
15. Do you like _____ in your free time?
A) read   B) reads  C) to read  D) reading
16. I ‘d rather _______ here for a while.
A) to stay     B) stay    C)staying    D)will stay
17. Minnesota is famous for _____________.
A)  wonderful wheat fields      B) its gardens   C)its mountains   D)its farmland
18. My father travels to different countries ______his work.
A) for         B) with             C)of              D)on



19. What is the Currency of Great Britain?
A) Dollar               B) Soum           C) Pound sterling           D) Rubl.
20. What is the longest river in Britain?
A) The Nile           B) The Severn        C) The Amazon      D) The Lena.
21. What is the capital of Wales?
22. What is the capital of Northern Ireland?
23. What is the capital of England?
A) Cardiff               B) London          C) Belfast        D) Edinburg.
24.What sports do we play?
25. He lives ____ an island _____ the west of Scotland.
26. He _____ listening _____ music.
27. “How _____ he _____ to work?”
“y car.”
28. Anna likes Joanna, but Maria doesn’t like _____.
29. That’s my dictionary. Can I have ___ back please?
30. Philippe _____ in London.



Ingliz tili 7-sinf  
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1. Answer the questions.
What is the capital of  the USA?
A) London   B) Canberra  C) Los Angeles   D) Washington .D.C
2. What is the national symbol of England? 
A) Daffodil   B) Shamrock  C) Rose  D) Thistle
3. The primer minster of England lives …
A) in Downing street 10  B) in Scotland         
C) in White House  D) in the Buckingham Palace
4. Choose the prepositions.
Chicago is one …… the biggest industrial cities …… the USA.
A) in / of     B) of / of     C) at / by     D) of / in
5. Cambridge is situated …… the left bank …… the river Cam.
A) on / of     B) of / of    C) at / by     D) of / in 
6. William Shakespeare was born ….. 1564 and died …… 1616.
A) at / in     B) in / in    C) by / to     D) - / at
7. Choose the right verb.
Yesterday my friend …… me many interesting things about scientists.
A) tells    B) will tell  C) told   D) is telling
8. Mary ………… German this year.
A) are learning      B) has learned   C) learned    D) is learning
9. Don’t worry. Your friend ……… you.
A) will help   B) helped  C) shall help    D) is helping
10. We ………… the game tomorrow.
A) didn’t lose    B) hasn’t lost  C) shan’t lose  D) isn’t losing
11. Complete the dialogue.

– We shall come in time, shan’t we?
– ………… .

A) Yes, you did.   B) Yes, you will.  C) Yes, she will.  D) Yes, I shall.
12. Complete the dialogue.Bill:   – Good evening! What is your name?
Kate: – …………………………….
Bill:   – My name is Bill. Are you English?
A) So am I. Good bye!  B) I am glad to meet you!
C) My name is Kate. And what about you?  D) I came to London on business.
13. Choose the articles.
In … sitting room there is … TV-set, some pictures on … walls and … sofa.
A) the / a / the / a   B) a / the / a / a  C) a / a / a / a      D) a / a / the / a
14. There are … two beds, … little table and … mirror in … bedroom.
A) the / a / … / a      B) a / the / a / a    C) a / a / a / a           D) … / a / a / the
15. There are some shelves in … study. There are many books on … shelves.



A) the / a    B) the / the    C) a / a    D) a / the
16. Continue the logic list.
armchair, sofa, cupboard, bookshelf,   chair, …… .
A) table    B) picture     C) mirror   D) flat
17. Continue the logic list.
a flat, a kitchen, a bathroom, a sitting room, a dining room, …… .
A) table     B) picture    C) mirror D) a bedroom
18. Continue the logic list.
in, at, on, by, with, to, …… .
A) go        B) enter        C) meet      D) of

19.  He speaks English … .
  A) good                    B) well                   C) some               D) many
20. What animal can you find on the flag of  Wales?
A) A whale             B) A dragon      C) A crocodile               D) A kangaroo.
21. What is the capital of Wales?
22. What is the capital of Northern Ireland?
23. What is the capital of England?
A) Cardiff               B) London          C) Belfast        D) Edinburg.
24. What  tense  do  we  use  to  say  news  or  recent events  for  the  first  time  in
grammar?
25. Which school subject looks plural but take a singular verb?
26. What is the capital of Canada?
27. What is Toshqo’rg’on village famous for?
28. In British English if  you write the name of a person at the beginning of a
letter ,you close with………
29. Who lights the Olympic Flame?
30. The national emblem of New Zealand is…….
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